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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this stud~.- The purpose of this study is 
to provide one means of enriching a course in high school 
chemistry. More s;pecifically, the purpose is to discover and 
to assemble a variety of interesting and reada.ble artic]es. to 
I 
be uaed as. an adjunct to the teaching of high school chemistry.
1
i 
The aim is to selact the article's from recent periodicals and ~~ 
to organiz:e them as a briefly annotated bibliography. 1 
The status of re.ading lists in chemistr~ .- An examin-
a tion of textbooks and published articles on the. teaching of 
chemistry reveals that no such lists appear to be avai]abla. 
Teachers and writers. in the fie~d of science: teaching 
advocate.· the use of supplementary reading, but the: published 
1 lis.ts; of references. include only readings from other texts:, 
from technical journals, ·or from 11 populariz:ed11 books: on 
s.ciance such as: Slosson 1 s "Creative Chemistry". Many teacher's: 
of other subjects use extensive, readings of newspapers and 
periodicals as regular features of their teaching. programa. 
Some of these: readings; have proved valuable for years;. This 
s·tudy is. an a tte:mpt to assemble from available periodicals 
a list of readings; valuable to students and teachers of 
high school chemistry. 
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Statement of the problem.- The problem involved in find-I! 
Jl ing and assembling such a_ list may be resolved into four 
II 
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main parts: 
1. The selection of those topics in chemistry w.hich 
may be considered most functional at the high 
school level. 
2. The selection of those periodicals to be used as a 
source of articles. 
3. The selection of the articles. 
4. The: assembling of a list of those articles, organized 
so that each article is related to one of the chosen 
topics. 
Scope of the problem.- Several a-spects of the problem ~~I jl are eliminated because -of the linii ted a _cope of the problem. 
II 
II 
li 
' 
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There is no attempt to select readings in scientific 
journals, books, or works of a high level of authority in 
the field of chemistry. It might even be said that this 
list is on the level of "popular science", since the aim is 
to select very readable and interes ting articles, r ather 
than only those which are technically complete- and exhaustive:. 
There is no attempt to exclude articles, which, though they 
may contain only little chemical science, devote considerable 
spa ce to economic, social, cultura_l, physical, or esthetic 
implications of some phase of chemistry. Finally, only 
articles included in periodicals from January 1, 1943 to 
r 
[I December 31, 1947 have been examined. The many 
3 
advances 
made in wartime and during the recovery period are productive 
of many worthwhile articles which are up-to-date and quite 
coincident with the period of reading experience of the 
averag e high school student, 
The methods used.- The four parts of this study involve 
the use of methods or modifications of methods already 
established in other studies. 
The choice of functional topics.- The list of function-
al topics in chemistry is consolidated from lists compiled 
by other writers. Main topics from each study were written 
on indiv idual cards. The cards were regrouped by placing 
al l closely rela ted topics together . Duplicate cards were 
, 11 ma de for each topi c which was c losely related to more than 
one group. Items not included from, at least half of the~ 
sources were eliminated. The others. were examined, group by 
group, for a common unifying item. This item w.as chosen aa 
representing the functional element in the group. These 
elements were then classified under larger ge·neral topics. 
The choice of periodicals .• - The periodicals were chosen 
from lists available in two studies made to determine the 
the interest and value of periodicals to secondary school 
stu dents. Then ten periodicals rating highest with both boys 
and g irls were chosen from each list. The periodicals which 
are primarily fictional in content were eliminated. Each of 
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those remaining was checked for availability in high schoo~ 
libraries by referring to a study of the periodicals 
subscribed to by those libraries. Five of the most commonly 
circulated periodicals were then chosen. 
The choice of articles.- The choice of articles from 
these periodicals was then made by examining the table of 
contents of each issue from January 1, 1943 to December 31, 
1947 for articles of possible value. These tentatively 
chosen articles were then examined individually from the 
I 
viewpoint of these previously established criteria. F irst,the 
article must be closely related to one of the topics chosen 
as being of probable functional value in chemistry. Second, 
the article must be included in the table of contents of the, 
periodical and be at least one page in length. Third, the 
article must be readable, containing relatively little 
complex technical matter. 
The list of articles was prepared by using the nurabers 
of the chosen topics to key each article. The ~rticles were 
then rearranged in a list so that each is listed under the 
topic to which it is closely related. 
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CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 
Establishing a. Reading Progr~m 
The values of e4tensive reading.- For many years the 
teaching of chemistry was confined to the intensive, rea.ding 
and interpretation of a. single textbook. Even now it is a 
recognized fact that many chemi .at.r.y teachers a:re setting 
ta.sks emphasizing the accumul.a.tion and retention of factual 
material. from a single text.Jl Such teaching is quite 
contrary to the more recent trenda toward liberaliz;ing the: 
curriculum and toward changing the methods of teaching to 
meet the demands of a constantly changing and increa.S'ingly 
comp~ex society.2/ 
In any of the methods of teaching chemistry advocated 
by leading educators and practiced by the best teachers, it 
is evident that the principal emphaais is upon the nature 
and needs of the individual rather than upon the a_ssimilation 
of facts, concepts, generalizations, and principles for 
their ovm sakes. These methods emphasize a closer and a 
broader contact of the individual with hia environment and, 
ITNa.tional Society for the Study of Education. Committee on 
tha Teaching ·of Science, Science Education in American 
Schools, Forty-sixth Yearbook, Part I, University of Chicago 
Press. Chicago, 1947, p. 48, 201. 
y Ibid, p. 137-150. 
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according to Billett,~/ with the direct and the vic~rioua 
experience of the race. Several authoritative~ writers have 
indicate d that such contact may be gained, in part, by an 
1 extensive reading program. Waples, Bere~son, and Bradshaw 
have t his to say.~/ 
Through reading the individual may extend his: 
secondary relationships with the environment; and they 
may do as: much to condition him, to make him what he is., 
as do his primary relationships. 
This view is further supported by Bond and Bond:Q/ 
Just as the life experiences of the individual. 
add to his background, so do his reading experiences. 
Wide reading is recognized to be one of the: foremos.t 
avenues through which t he background of tha individua]L 
can be enhanced or enlarged. 
The place of an extensive reading program in chemistry.-
Objective: evidence more pertinent to this. study is furnished 
by Rice1/ who used 2500 pupils who were studying science in 
three Pennsylvania high schools. His experiment covered 
four years using control. and experimental sections in each 
school. His conclusions state., in part, that extensive 
• y Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals. of Secondary School Teacr..ing. 
Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston, 1940, p. 161-163. 
y Dougla.s Waples, Bernard Berelson, and Franklyn R. 
Bradshaw, What Reading Does to People, Univer·sity of ChicagQ; 
Pre·ss. Chicago, l940, p. 3.0-31. 
~ Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond, Developmental Reading in High 
Schools. The Macmillan Co. New York, 1941, p. 117. 
,, 
. 1 ~/ R. S. Rice, 11Extens.i ve Reading vst. Intensive Textbook 
Study", Third Digest of Inves.tiga tion in the Teachin~ of 
Science, F, D, Curtis, Blakiston Co. Philadelphia, 1 39, 
p. 228-259. 
reading of scientific materials is. a s:ignificantly effective 
method of acquiring a knowledge of scient.ific facts, that 
many pupils prefer extensive reading to intensive textbook 
study, and tha.t pupils doing ex.tensi ve reading learn 
· additional scientific facts: which are not learned by the 
pupils doing intensive study. 
From this evidence it seems reasonable that there be 
a trend away from the almost exclusive practice of intensive 
reading assignments and toward the increased use of 
11 axtensive reading. Two more factors: fa.vor· such a trend. 
\i 
•1 Firat, there ia the necessity of providing more thoughtfuJ!.l:YJ 
!I 
f or individual differences .• l/ Since it ia a recognized fact 
that individuals differ quite widely in abilitiea, aptitudes, 
iJ interests, and experiences it i s obvious that one reading 
1, in one chemistry tex t c8lnnot satis.fy all individual needa . Y 
I 
1 It s:eems mora sound psychologically to provide many choic ~ s; 
I 
.1 that are centered around a central theme. Second, there is 
,, 
li the worthwhile objective of guiding and stimulating an 
i! interest in reading chemistry, both as an aid to effective 
II 
'I study and to the better use of Jleisure time. 
li 
il Though this trend toward the increased use of extensive 
I 
·' 
I 
II y W. H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities. D. 
,1 App~eton Century Co. New York , 1944, p. 531-532. 
1: 2/ Roy o. Billett, Provisions for Individua~ Differences, 
: 'Marking and Promotion.. National Survey of Secondary 
Education, Bulletin, 1932, No. 17, Monograph No . 13, 
p. 142-147. 
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reading seems practiced more in English and t he social 
studies, it is now s preading to all science subjects. This. 
trend was indicated by Beauchamp!/ in a study of practices 
considered to be innovating in improving instruction in 
8 
science. It is no w included in the principles to be followed 
in choos i ng course materials for chemistry as advocated by 
the National Society for the Study of Education.~/ With a 
con.tinually more complex society developing , it is important ,
1 
for t he individual to do more extensive reading in order 
to kee p up with the scientific advances that are close and 
.important to him.~/ 
Sources of Ma.terial 
I! II 
II 
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The choice of functional topics..- The literature on the J
1 
choice of functional topics for a course in high school I' 
chernistry is meager. In fact there seems to be no list of any II 
sort of topics wh ich have been completely validated for such I 
II· 
a course. Several analyses have been made of chapter he a dings 
of texts and groups of texts, but t hese indicate only the 
content of the course or the tendencies in the change of 
content. 
y W. L. Beauchamp, Instruction in Sci§nce, National Survey , V 
of Secondary Education, Bulletin, 1932, No. 17, Monograph 
No. 22. p.62-63. 
g/ op. cit. p.5, p.l99-202. 
~ibid. p. 13, 17, 18. 
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A study c.ompleted by Gillson~/ in 1937 furnishes some 
evidence of topics which may be functional in a high school 
chemistry coursa. She analyzed chemistry texts for their 
important topics and then assembled them for rating in a 
questionnaire wh ich was sent to two groups for ratings. 
The General Group consisted of 400 people contacted in a 
variety of ways .; and representing many occupa tiona in many 
states;. The Special Group consisted of people who had 
completed a course in high school chemistry and who had 
gone on to college or professional life. More evidence of 
funct i onality was sought from a letter to a t h ird group and 
also from a survey of an essay contest. 
The items most functional for members of the General 
Group were; 
1. The realization that new data may change one's 
idea of truth. 
9 
2 .• The habit of basing conclusions. on da ta , not opinion 
or pre judice. 
3. The habit of securing accurate data for the 
solution of problems. 
4. The habit of analyzing problems before reaching 
conclusions. 
5. Some knowledge of the uses of some of the common 
element s. 
6. Knowledge of what impurities may be present in water 
and methods of removing them. 
7. Knowledge of properties of water. 
8. An appreciation of the importance of chemical 
research. 
!/ Margery Stew.art Gillson, Developing a High 
Course Adapted to the Differentiated Needs of 
Contributions to Education, Teachers College, 
University, 1937. 
School Chemistr~ 
Boys and Girls, 
Columbia 
I 
II 
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9. Knowledge of the composition and importance of air. 
10. Some energy manifestations are heat, light, 
electricity, mechanical energy. 
11. Some knowledge of the work of the chemist toward 
conquering disease;. 
12. An appreciation of the part · chemistry has played 
in progress of the country. 
13. Knowledge: of the properties of some of the common 
elements. 
14. Chemistry deals with changea (chemical} in matter 
which results in the formation of new substances. 
15. Matter may exist in these, physical states:: solid, 
liquid, gas.eous. 
16. The state of matter depends upon conditions of 
temperature and pressure. 
17. During chemical change the quantity of matter and 
involved energy is never increased or decreased. 
18. In a given compound the quantity of each element 
never varies, that is, the composition never varies. 
19. Ma_tter occupies space and has weight. 
20. Some knowledge of the ways in which the fertility 
of the soil may be maintained. 
21. An acqua.intance with some of the things the 
chemist has created from coal tar. 
22. Knowledge of the chemical explanation of burning. 
23·. The preparation, properties, and uses of common 
salt. 
24. All existing compounds are made from 9Z: possible 
elements. 
25. MattEir is composed of element building materials.. 
26. Subs tances (as matter) are of two sorts, simple 
substances and compounds. 
27. Compounds are made up of more than one kind of 
building materials. 
28. In proper proportions acid and base neutralize 
each other forming w:ater and s:alt. The solution does 
not affect litmus. 
29. The knowledge of the common tests for some · common 
substances, for example, sugar, starch, metals. 
30. Elementary knowledge of use of microscope in 
identifying materials. 
31. Energy is weightless and becomes apparent only in 
relation to matter. 
32. Simple substances, 11 elemen t s 11 , are composed of only 
one kind of building material. 
33. Acids are substances containing hydrogen which may 
be replaced by a metal, many of which in water solution 
turn litmus pink and sour to taste. 
34. The source of our fats and oil.s. li 
- --~============~~~ 
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35. Ba ses are substances conta i ning the hydroxyl group, 
many of which in water solution turn litmus blue and 
taste tart. 
36. Water solutions of acids, bases, or salts will 
conduct the electric current. 
37. Elementary knowledge of the modern electron theory 
of the structure of matter. 
38. Organic chemistry is the study of hydrocarbons and 
their derivatives. 
39. Hydrocarbons are compounds containi ng hydrogen and 
carbon. 
40. The hydrogen of the hydrocarbon may be replaced, 
giving many derived substances. · 
41. The preparation and properties of soap. 
From the questionnai re submitted to the Special Group 
these additional i terns. were rated most functional: 
1. Knowl~dge of common methods of extinguishing fires. 
2. Spontaneous combustion is due to the heat of slow 
oxidation. 
3. Increasing the temperature usually increases the 
solubility of solids. 
4. Knowledge of t he meaning of chemical symbols and 
t h ose of the common elementa. 
5. Knowledge of the common causes and remedies for 
hard water. 
6. A solution has a hi gher boi ling point and a lower 
freezing point than its solvent alone. 
7. A saturated solution will hold more of the solute 
at the same temperature. 
8. The molecules of solids, liquids, and gases are in 
constant motion. I 
9. Knowledge of how ammonia is prepared and used. I 
An examination of the topics listed above will show: that i 
the list is incomplete. The study shows that several other I 
topics are rated of cons iderable importance either by the 
men of the group or by the women of the groups. However, 
the list is of value because it supplies items chosen as a 
result of objective evidence. 
==-===-11=-
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Another valuable list is that produced by Martin.YHis 
lis.ts: contains 730 topics in physical sc:ience which -were 
rated by two gF·oups in respect to (a} the frequency of the, 
us:e of each item in everyday life and (b} the importance; of 
knowing the item. Those: in one of the groups ware highJ:._y 
trained in science while those in the other group had little 
acience training. 
In 1938 a list of functional topics wa.s reported by: 
Ahrens, Bush, and Easley. V This list is. a result of a 
' twelve year period of reorgani~ing a course in high school 
chemistry. During this period the authors assembled and 
organized those topics pertinent to the solution of 
problems proposed perennially by the chemistry students in 
the high schools of Denver, Colorado. The main topics of 
their organiz.ation follows: 
The fundamentals of chemistry. 
1. Matter. 
2. Energy. 
3. Structure of matter. 
4 .. Formulas. 
5. Oxygen and hydrogen. 
6. Solutions and ionization. 
7. Equations. 
8. Acids, bases, and salts. 
yR. J. Martin, Relative Importance /~nd Frequency of Use 
" of 730 Topics Which Might Be Includ~/ in a Practical Course 
in Hi gh School Chemistry, Boston Un versity, School of 
Education, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 1937. 
!' 2/ Progressive, Education Association, Science in General 
~ducation, D Appleton-Century Co. New. York, 1938 
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The chemistry of the individual. 
1. Water in the body. 
2. Foods and nutrition. 
3~ Glands of internal secretion. 
4~ Disease. 
5. Drugs and medicine. 
6. Cosmetics. 
7. Clothing. 
8. Chemical hobbies. 
9. Vocations related to chemistry. 
The chemistry of the home. 
1. The cooking and preservation of food. 
2~ Cooking utensils. 
3. Tableware. 
4. Fuels and heating. . 
5. Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. 
6. Sanitation in the house. 
7. Materials used in modern home construction. 
8. Home decoration. 
9. Gardening. 
The chemistry of the community. 
1. Water purification. 
2. Disposal of sewage and other wastes. 
3. Food production and distribution. 
4. Warfare. 
This list is valuable because it is an attempt to find 
those items which are functional in the lives of the 
students. 
l/ Later Billett- translated and telescoped topics from 
Martin's list and assembled them roughly into 12: groups. His 
II list follows, in part, with only the items included. which 
,, 
1
J were rated in the top fourth by both groups of judges:. 
I 
I 
11 y op, cit. p.6, p. 274-279. 
14 =r= 
Air. 
1. Composition of air. 
2. Its relation to life. 
3. The process of oxidation - in combustion, 
rusting of metals, decaying of organic materials, 
and release of bodily energy. 
4. Its relation to the burning process. 
5. Cause and prevention of spontaneous combustion. 
6. Preventing the rusting of metals. 
7. Reasons for painting . 
8. Importance of nitrogen to the fertilizer 
industry. 
Other common gases . 
1. Carbon dioxide: its uses, as, for example, in 
fire extinguishers, in beverages, and in baking. 
11 2. Carbon monoxide: production, properties, dangers. • 
Water. 
1. Sources of water supply. 
2. Impurities: commonly found in water. 
3. Methods of purifying. 
4. Causes: and prevention of contamination. 
5~ Proper methods: of sewage disposal. 
6. Diseases caused by impurities -in water. 
7. Function of water in the body. 
Heat, fuels, fire, explosives. 
1. Conditions under which combustion takes. place. 
2. Heat values of common fuels in relation to 
current price a • . 
3. Possibly harmful gases. liberated from fuels in 
burning. 
4. Principles of extinguishing fires - common 
fire-fighting chemicals and extinguishers, and how 
to use them. 
5. Explosion: source of power in gasoline engine; 
causes of mine explosions. 
Acids, bases, and salts. 
1. Treatment of acid and alkali burns. 
2. Antidotes for acid and alkali poisoning. 
1: 
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Metals. 
1. Uses of various types of iron and steel. 
2. Lead: dangers of lea d p ipe carrying dr i nking 
water; lead tetraethyl in gasoline; arsenate of lead 
as an insecticide. 
Alcohols., petroleum, and t he hydrocarbons. 
1~ Nature and proper uses of medicated alcohol. 
2'. Dangerous properties of denatured and wood 
alcohols. 
The soil and agriculture. 
1. Nature and formation of soila. 
2. The soil as a source of minerals, nitrogen, and 
m6isture for plants. 
3. Purposes and meth ods of soi l cultivation~ 
4. Kinds of fertilizers an d the use of ea ch. 
Textiles and cleans i ng . 
1. How soap cleans. 
2. Composition of common wa sh ing powders and how 
t hey clean. 
3. Kinds of stai ns and how they may be removed. 
Foods and body processes. 
1. Selection of diet - chemistry of diges t ion and 
assimilation. 
2. Minerals required by the body, their f unction, 
and the foods which supply them. 
3. Vitamins: kinds, sources, and harmful effects of 
a deficiency or an excess of vitami ns,. 
4. Constituents of milk. 
5. Process of pasteurization. 
6. Pur p ose of cook ing foods. 
7. Molds, yeasts, and bacteria in relation to food. 
8. Preventing spoiling of food. 
9 . Contamina tion of food through uncleanliness .• 
10. Foods now sold con taining adulterants. 
ll.Common adulterants and h ow they may be detected. 
12. Providing safe con ta i ners for preserving and 
transporting food. 
13. Glucose and diabetes. 
14. Cellulose: composition; cons;tituent of wood, 
linen, paper, cotton. 
- ~ =~--~ =-=== 16 I 
Medicines and drugs. 
1. Characteristics and effects of morphine, opium, 
cocaine, novocain, quinine, nicotine, and caffein. 
2~ Dangers involved in the use of drugs. 
3·. Laxatives: essential constituents; effects on 
the body. 
4. Antiseptics: va.lues, limitations, composition, 
false claims, proper uses. 
5. Disinfectants: values, limitations, composition, 
false claims, proper use. 
6. Mouthwashes: values, limitations, composition, 
false claims, proper use. 
7. Tooth pastes: values, limitations, composition, 
false claims, proper use. 
8. Talcum powder: values; limitations, composition, 
false claims, proper use. 
9. Fumigants: composition and proper use. 
10. Common poisons: places and substances in which 
they are .likely to be found; antidotes. 
Miscellaneous. 
1. The area of human experience with which chemistry II 
is concerned. 
2:. Opportunities for chemists in various profess.ional, 
business, and industrial fields. 
3. Agents which aid chemical change: heat, pressura, 
electricity, light, catalysts, and enz.ymes,. 
The items from the list by Billett and the items from the 
list by Ahrens, Bush, and Easley have formed the nucleus of 
the list of topics chosen for this study. The place of these 
items is substantiated by Gillson's list and also by the very 
condensed list of functional topics worked out by the Committee 
of Chemical Educa.tion of the .A.merican Chemical Society and 
1j reported by Kowald. ~/ 
,! 
II 
II 
I 
y John A. Kowald, "Specific Suggestions for Change and 
Improvement in the Teaching of High School Chemistry". 
Science Education (February, 1945} Vol. 29, No. 1, p.22-25. 
I 
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This list has been arranged, for convenience in relating 
articles to the proper topics, under 13 alphabetically listed 
headi ngs as fo llows: 
I. Acids, bases, and s a lts. 
A.. Treatment of burns f rom these compounds. 
B~ Antidote f or poisoning by these comp ounds .• 
C. Common acids, bases, and s a lts; the i r propert i es. 
arid uses. 
D. Neutralizing substances. 
E. Common salt; Composition, uses, effect on plant 
and animal tissues. 
II. Agriculture. 
A. Composition of soil; sourc es of food for planta. 
B. Purposes and methods of cultivation. 
C. Kinds and values of fert i lizers. 
D. Sulfur in fertil i zers and fungicides. 
E. Arsenic comp ounds a s insecticides and weed 
killers. 
III. Air and the common gases,. 
A. Composition. 
B. Relation to life, burning, oxidation, decay, 
energy . 
c. Pressure of gases; effect on the boil i ng points 
of l i quids. 
D •. Carb on dioxide. 
1. Role i n breathing , burning , decay. 
2. Uses i n fire extinguishers, beverages, 
cooki ng . 
3. Cycle with oxygen. 
E . Carbon monoxide; occurence and dangers. 
F. Nitrogen. 
1. Occurrence in f oods. 
2. Importance to fertilizer industry. 
G. Oxygen. 
1. Occurrence; properties. 
2. Use in pulmotor s and in artificial 
resp iration. 
3. Uses in industry. 
H. Hydrogen; occurrence, properties, uses,. 
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IV. Foods and nutrition. 
A. Production and distribution of food. 
B. Carbohydrates., fats, proteins; composition 
occurrence, value as food. 
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c. Vitamins and minerals; role of each in health; 
occurrence, effects. 
D. Milk and pasteurization. · 
E. Butter and oleomargarine. 
F. Coloring, flavoring, and adulteration. 
G. Preservation; contamination. 
H~ Government regulation of preservatives. 
I. Digestion and assimilation. 
J •. Effects of cooking on carbohydrates., fats,. 
proteins, vitamins, minera~s. 
V. Fuels, fire, explosives, heat. 
A. Conditions for fire, explosions, s.pontaneous: 
combus.tion; chemical explanations. 
B~ Heat values of fuel in respect to price. 
C~ Harmful gases from burni ng fuels. 
D. Role of fuels in engines. 
E. Composition and properties of common fuels.. 
F~ Effects of heat on solids, liquids, and gases. 
G. Matches; composition; formation;. dangers. 
H. Coal;. occurrence; formation; uses. 
I. Petroleum and lubricants. 
J~ Other useful carbon compounds. 
K. Principles of fire fighting. 
VI. Health. 
A. Antiseptics, disinfectants; properties, uses, 
dangers. 
B. Common drugs and medicines; properties, uses, 
and dangers. 
C .. Alcohol. 
1. Denatured alcohol; wood alcohol; properties, 
uses, and dangers. -
2. Effect of alcohol on the body. 
3. Percentaga in beers, wines, and liquors. 
D. Common poisons and antidotes;. 
E. Insecticides .• 
F. Soaps and cleansers. 
G. Cosmetics 
H. Function of water in the body. 
I. Sanitation; sewage disposal. 
ll 
I 
,I 
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·vii. Materials used in and about the h ome; properties, 
uses, and protection. 
A .• Wood and wood products. 
B. Stone. 
C. Concrete and plaster. 
D. Brick, earthenware, porcelain. 
E. Glass. 
F. Rubber; plastics. 
G~ As.phalt and asbestos. 
H. Paints and other decorative materials. 
I. Insulation. 
VIII. Matter; its nature, structure, and composit i on. 
A. Solids, liquids, and gases;. 
B. Elements, compounds, and mixtures. 
c. Atoms, electrons, protons, and neutrons. 
D. Molecules. 
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E. Interchange of matter with energy; conservation. 
F. Atomic energy. 
G. X-rays .• 
IX. Metals; occurrence, properties, uses, economic 
importance;· important compounds; principal alloys. 
A. Iron. 
B. Aluminum. 
c. Calcium. 
:P~ Copper. 
E. Magnesium. 
F. Mercu~'Y · arid ... l e ad . 
G. Silver an d gold. 
H. Sodium and potassium. 
X. Place of chemistry. 
A. Area with which concerned and value of study. 
B. Relation to other sciences. 
c. Relation to professions, business, and industry. 
D. Rela tion to common hobbies. 
XI. Principles and mechanics of chemistry. 
A. Development of hypothesis; · theory; law. 
B. The steps in an .experiment. 
c. Formulas and equations. 
D. Chemical and physical changes. 
E. Agents which influence chemical changes; heat, 
pressure, electricity, light, catalysts, enz.ymes .• 
F. Fundamental laws. 
"'*'-U~=~====-==-=-==--====---=---
XII. Textiles and fibers; identification, properties, 
uses, economic importance. 
A. Cotton, wool, silk, rayon. 
B. Synthetic ·products; rayons, nylon. 
C. Paper. 
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D. Pre-shrinking and waterproofing; uses, values, 
limitations. 
E. Dyes and bleaches; nature, action. 
F. Laundry soaps; detergents; drycleaning . 
G~ Stain and spot removal. 
XIII. Water. 
A. Sources; impurities; purification. 
B. Prevention of contamina.tion. 
C. As a source of disease. 
D. Hardness; causes and treatment. 
E. Physical changes; effect. 
F. Solutions, ionization, and hydrolysis. 
The choice of periodicals.- In choosing periodicals 
I 
'I 
from which to select articles for an extensive reading program ' 
in chemistry, it seems psychologically sound to consider those 
. 1/ 
which will interest the prospective reader.- Sufficient 
studies have been made to gauge those interests with a 
cmisiderable degree of reliability. Eells~/ made a study of 
periodicals enjoyed and valued by 17,338 secondary-school 
pupils. Using a questionnaire he discovered that these 
fifteen rated highest; Reader's Digest, Life, The American 
n Maga.z:ine, Time, Saturday Evening Post, Colliers, Literary 
Digest, Good Housekeeping, Ladies Home Journal, Popular 
Mechanics, Liberty, McCall~, Cosmopolitan, Popular Science, 
1/ William • Gray and Bernice Leary, What Makes a Book 
" Readable. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1935, p.230. 
g) w. C. Eells, ttwhat Periodicals Do School Pupils Prefer?tt 
Wilson Bulletin (December 1937} Vol. 12, p. 248-252;. 
ll I. 
'I 
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, and National Geographic. 
1/ From a similar survey published by Witty and Coomer- in 
1943, the highest ratings~ were given to:: Reader's Digest, 
il Life, Saturday Evening Post, Ladies' Home Journal, McCalls, 
\I 
1 Good Housekeeping, Colliers, National Geographic, Scholastic, 
I 
Popular Science, Time, Popular Mechanics-, The American 
Magazine, Esquire, and Look. 
Another criterion for choosing peri6dicals in this 
study is the availability of the periodicals in high school 
libraries. In 1945 Mallong/ examined the circulation of 516 
different periodicals in 219 high schools scattered over the 
eastern part of the country. His results show that these are 
most common to high school libraries: National Geographic, 
Reader .• s Digest, Popular Mechanics:, Popular Science, Newsweek, 
11 Science News Letter, Harpers Magazine, Time, Current History, 
Scientific American, Current Biography, Nature Maga~ine, 
. I 
i 
' •. 
The choice of articles.- In choosing articles from 
these magaz.ines the writer assumes that his training and 
experience in teaching chemistry furn i shes him with back-
ground enough to enab le h i m to select those articleS: wh ich 
22 : 
have a r easonable bearing on the chemistry topics previously 
j 
chosen. The articles chosen· are assumed to be interesting 
since they have been incluqed in the periodicals which. as 
a whole, have proved to be interesting to high schoo~ 
students. They may also be considered readab~e since they 
have been chosen for publications having wide circulation. 
• The few articles which contain many technica~ terms: have. 
those terms .rather completely defined and described. Many 
studies of readability have been published, but none of those 
surveyed gave a complete or objective method of rating 
articles:. 
CHAPTER ;·,III 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARTICLES 
Concerning Acids:, Bas:es;, and Salts 
1. "White Magic", Popular Mechanics {November, 
1943) Vol.SO, No.5, p.72-75. 
The essential.. features; of some of the methods. of 
producing salt. The uses of salt. 
2. "Salt for China's Daily Rice", National 
Geographic (September, 1944) Vol.36, No.3, p.329-340. 
Photographic illustrations of the phases of a prim-
itive method of salt production. Economic importance 
of sa.lt to Chinese. 
3. Maisel, Albert Q., "Ammonia from Air and Wa.t.er", Popular 
Science (Ju1y, 1943} Vol.l43, No.1, p.98-103. 
The Haber process of synthesizing ammonia; properties 
and essential uses; by-products and derivatives;. 
4. Stimson, Thomas E., Jr., "Tremsurea from the Dry Lakes", 
Popular Mechanics (May, 1944) Vol.Sl, No.5, p.56-59. 
The mineral salts deposited at Searles: Dry Lake; 
economic importance, uses in chemistry, method of 
obtaining. 
5. Swe·zey, Kenneth M., "Ammonia", Popular Science. (February, 
1944} Vol.l44, No.2, p.l90-192. 
Home experiments in the production and properties of 
ammonia. 
6. , "How Strong Is That Acid", (June, 1945) 
Vol.l46, No.6, p.200-203. 
Home experiments in the titration of a.cids and bases:. 
Determination of the strength of common acids. 
7. , "Sodium Carbonate Earns Its Salt", 
(November, 1947) Vol.l51, No.5, p.216-219. 
Experiments about the propertiaa and formation of 
sodium carbonate; explanation of the common uses.. 
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Concerning Agriculture 
11 Plants Grown to Order", Popular Mechanics: 
(August, 1943} Vol.ao, No.2, p.56-68. 
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The use of chemicals in producing desired changes in 
plant structure of properties. 
"Plant Magic", Popular Mechanics (January, 
1944) Vol.81, No.1, p.34-37. 1 
The effect of certain chemicals on the growth of plants. 
·"Growing til. New World", Popular Mechanics 
(June, 1944) Vol.81, No.6, p.28-31. 
Chemurgy in the use of wastes of farm products; 
production of valuable substances. 
"Chemical Magic on the Farm", Popular 
Mechanics (August, 1944} Vol.82, No.2, p.44-47. 
The use of new fungicides and insecticides in protect-
ing farm plants, thereby increasing production. 11 
"'Choosy' Spray that Kills Weeds", Popular- .;, 
Mechanica (August, 1946) Vol.86, No.2, p.l70-l74. 11 
New chemicals used in weed control. 
6. "2,4-D", Popular Science (July, 1946) Vol.l49, 
1
j 
No.1, p.l00-102. 
7. 
a. 
The preparation and properties of 2.,4-D as a select-
ive plant killer. 
"Soil Erosion", Li f e (October 18, 1943) 
Vol.l5, No.l6, p.81-87. ----
Values and economic importance of soil lost through 
erosion; methods of combatting. 
"Weed Killer", Life (June 9, 1947) Vol.22, 
No.23, p.84-86. 
Fictures of results of uaing a,4-D. 
9. Ander.aon, Clinton P., "Soil Murder on the Plains", Reader's 
Digest (September, 1947 ) Vol.51, No.305, p.77-79. 
The effects of uncontrolled and unintelligent farming 
of the plains; methods og guarding against further 
damage. 
10. Boone, Andre-w R., "Food for 70,ooo,ooo", Popular Science 
(February, 1944) Vol.l44, No.2, p.95-98. 
The irrigation of land and its reclamation for useful 
production. · 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
I 18. 
Carleton, R. Milton, "Death to Weeds", Reader's Digest 
(July, 1945) Vol.47, No.279, p.76-77. 
Development of a selective chemica1 poisonous to weeds; 
harmless to animals or soils. · 
Clark, Blake, "Chemical Warfare Invades the Farm." Reader's ,
1
· 
Digest (November, 1946) Vol.49, No.295, p.60-63. 1 
The use of chemicals as soil fumigants to destroy I' 
worms, insects., and other crop pests. I 
Curran, Dr. c. H., 11 How DDT Really Works, Popular Science 11 
(February, 1946) Vol.l48, No.1, p.71-74. 
The effect of DDT on insects; variations in effects; 
rules to follow. 
Hodges, Leigh Mitchell, "Are You Neglecting the Wonder' 
Bean?", Reader's Digest (September, 1943) Vol.43, 
No.257, p.l07-109. 
The use of soybeans; variety of products from; values, 
as food; v~lues to land. 
,j 
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' I, Kent, John L., "Do's and Don'ts of DDT', Popular _r~ echanics :j 
(May, 1946) Vol.85, No.5, p.97-103. 'I 
The properties, use, and dangers of DD'"f. ~1 
Kinsey, John R., "Throwing Light on Mother Nature", Popul.ar ~~~· 
Mechanics (October, 1946) Vol.86, No.4, p.l26-129. . 
The effect of the use of natural or artificial light ' 
to speed or retard plant growth. 
Lammey, w. Clyde, "25 Insect Pests", Popular Mechanics 
(April, 1946} Vol.85, No.4, p.l88-l93. 
Practica1 advice: on the use of poisons and insecticidesJ 
to control garden pests.. 'I 
, "'Applied Chemistry' Improves Garden li 
Cropa1r-,-P~o-pular Mechanics; (June, 1946) Vol.85, No.6, 
p.192-196. 
The use of hormones in the treatment of garden crops 
to increase production or to improve plants;. 
19. Lord, Russell, "Kudzu- Another Agriculture Miracle", 
Reader's Digest (January, 1945) Vol.46, No.273, p. 
94-96. 
Saving and producing soil by growing a new crop; 
economic importance. 
20. Miller, Lois Mattox, "What You Should Know About DDT", 
Reader's Digest (November, 1945) Vol.47, No.283, p. 
84-86. 
Composition, uses;, limi ta tiona of DDT. 
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21. Moore,, W. Robert, "Greens Grow for G.I. 1 a on Soilless 
Ascension", National Geographic (August, 1945) Vol.38, 
No.2, p.219-230. 
Description of the methods of hydroponics; problems 
involved in the production of crops; chemicals: 
necessary; re&ults. 
22·. Richards:, Leverett, 11 How to Make it Rain'~:, Reader's 
Digest (November, 1947) Vol.51, No.307, p.S-10. 
The use of dry ice to induce rain; economic importance. 
23,. Sinks, Alfred H., "Coming: Freedom from Insect Pests", 
Reader's Digest (May, 1944} Vol.44, No.2.65 1 p.44-46. 
The history of DDT and other chemicals used as insect 
killers; present values as insect killers. 
24. Standen, Anthony, "How Good Is DDT?" Reader's Digest 
(September, 1946} Vol.49 1 No.293, p.9-ll. 
Limitations on the use of DDT; dangers;: precautions. 
25. 11 DDT 11 
No.2., p.47-54. 
, Life (J"uly ,8, 1946) Vol.21 1 
The properties, uses, and potential dangers of DDT. 
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Concerning Air and t he Common Gases 
"Soda Pop to the Rescue", Popular Mechanics 
(June, 1943) Vol.79, No.6, p.56-60. 
Uses of carbon dioxide in inflati ng life preservers 
and rescue boats; use in fira extinguishers on planea 
and ships. 
uPrecipitron Cleans Dirty Air 11 , Life (April 
30, 1945) Vol.l8, No.l8, p.69-72. -- · 
An effective method of cleaning air by electrical 
means; types of material it removes from air. 
"Experimenting with Nitrogen", Popular 
Science (February, 1943) Vol.l42, No.2, p.HW568-570. 
Home experiments with nitrogen;: characteristics and 
uses. 
4 .. Ackerman, Jean, "America Has a Corner on Helium", Popul ar 
Science (August, 1943} Vol.l43, No.1, p.89-9l. 
Method of obtaining and pur ifying helium; uses.; 
properties. 
5. Manchester, Harland, "Even Soda Pop Goes to War 11 , Reader's 
Digest (February, 1943} Vol.42, No.250, p.83-86. 
The use of carbon diox ide in inflat ing rafts, in fire 
extinguishing systems on planes. 
' 6. , "C l imate ala. Carte", Reader's Digest 
(January, 1945) Vol.54 , No.273, p.66-68. 
New meth ods in air-conditioning;; new places where now 
necessary; chemicals used. 
7. Miller, Lois Mattox, "Diseases f rom Air-Borne Germs 
Checked at Last" , Reader 's Digest (January, 1945) 
Vol.46, No.273, p.27-29. 
Use of sulfa drugs and glycol sprays in decreasing 
disease epidemics; army experiments. 
s. Nordyke, Lewis, uThe Gas You Will Hear More About", 
Reader's Di gest (December ,. 1945) Vol .47, No.284 , p . 
99-102. 
The propertie s and new uses of helium in wartime 
industry. 
9 . Rouse, Stewart , "Demand Oxygen System for Flyers", Popular 
Science (November, 1943} Vol. l 43, No. 5 , p.77-80. 
New system t o provide oxygen in varying amounts 
according to the needs of flyers.. 
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1.0. Stephenson, Howard, "Helium Is a Busy Bui1der", Popular 
Mechanics (November, 1945) Vol.84, No.5, p.50-53. 
The production and storage of helium; uses of helium 
in industrial processes. 
11. Swezey, Kenneth M., "Oxygen - Ma.instay of Life", Popular 
Science (September, 1943} Vol.l43, No.3, p.HW432-434. 
Home experiments' in the preparation of oxygen and the 
tests of its properties. 
12. "Hydrogen", Popular Science (November, 
1944} Vol.l45, No.5, p.l98-20l. 
13. 
Home experiments in the preparation of hydrogen and 
the tests of its properties • 
"Carbon Dioxide tt: , Popular Science 
(July, l945) Vol.l47, No.2, p.200-202. 
Home experiments in the preparation, properties, and 
uses of carbon dioxide. 
14. Walter, Harry, "Chemical. 1 Nose 1 Sniffs Poison Gas", 
Popular Science (February, 1943} Vol.l42, No.2, p. 105-
107. 
Tests for war gases by chemicals; method of testing 
with a chemical testing device. 
15. Wnittake:, Wayne, 11Up Where the Oxygen Ends", Poyular 
Mechan1cs (February, 1944) Vol.81, No.2., p.8-l • 
Effects of the lack of oxygen; tests in pressure 
chamber; problems of oxygen supply. 
29. 
Conce~rning Fooda and Nutrition., 
1. 11· 1 Mummy 1 Foods for Victory", Popular 
Mechanics (February, 1943) Vol.79, No.2, p.S-11. 
The process; of the: dehydrati on of foods; characteris.-
tics. of dehydrated foods; reconstitution; values. 
2:. ";Fighting that Tired Feeling", Popular 
Mechanics (February, 1943) Vol.79, No.2. p.92-95. 
The use of vitamins and proper diet to combat fatigue. 
3. "Canning and Preserving" Life (August 231 
1943} Vol.l5, No.8, p.76-79. 
Description of some of the basic s ·t;eps in the most 
used processea of canning and preserving. 
4. Babcock, H. E., "Appetites Unlimited", R~ader 1 s Digest 
(February, 1947) Vol.50, No.298, p.33-35. . 
Problems in nutrition in the U.S.; the status of the 
average diet. 
5. Carson, Ruth, "Packaged Dinners DeLuxe" Reader's Digest 
{April, 1947) Vol.50, No.300, p.64-66. 
The preparation and freezing of complete meals .. 
6. Clark, Blake, "Only One Way to Get Thin" Reader's Di gest 
{November, 1943} Vol.43, No.259, p.31-34. 
Reason for overweight; dangers of freak die ts: or 
quick loss of weight; necessity of doc tor .• s: a dvice; 
features of good diets . 
7. Ha~v~y, Holman, "How Safe is: Your Town's Milk?n, Reader's 
Digest (August, 1946} Vol.49, No.292, p.77-80. 
Diseases: carried in milk; proper steps in the 
processes. of pasteuriz.a tion and storage; codes. 
8. Hodges, LeiF Mi t .ahell, "Are You Ne glecting the Wonder 
Bean? , Reader's Digest (September, 1943) Vol.43, 
No.257, p.io7-io9. 
The use of soy beans in different forms as food; 
preparation;: food values. 
9. Kearney, Pau 1 W. , "Our Food & Drug G-Men", Reader's 
Digest (August, 1944) Vol.45, No.268, p.l7-20. 
Work of keeping impure and dangerous: foods and 
off the market; prosecutions. 
drugs 
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II 16. 
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Kent, S/Sgt. John L. ~ "Cuppa Coffee, Chum?", Popular ,1 
Mechanics (March, 1946) Vol.83, No.3, p.89-93. 1j 
The processes: in the ga tbering, curing, and roasting 11 
of coffee;: values of coffee as a stimulant and lljl.orale :I 
factor. 
Poindexter, George, "New Foods for Your Table", Reader's 
Digest (April, 1944) Vol.44, No.264, p.61-64. 
New food discoveries; new food combinations; new 
treatments to make edible previously unused plant 
and animal life. 
Rorty, James and N. Philip Norman., nAll the Food That's 
Fit to Eat", Reader's Digest (November, 1945} Vol.47, 
No.283, p.21-24. 
Problems being solve d by scient ists to bring better 
foods to the tab l e; proces sing, preservat i on; 
increasing vitamin content. 
I 
'I 
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I 
' Swezey, Kenneth M., "Chemistry - Household Detective", 'j 
Popular Science (April, 1947) Vol.l50, No.4, p.220-223 ~ 
Simple chemical tests for the presence of common 
pois,ons and adulterants. 
, 
11Your Cup of Coffee", Popular Science ----~{~A-p-r~i~l-,~1~9~4~3~} Vol.l42, No.4, p.58-59.--~~~~~~= 
How to test for the presence of chicory; use of 
chicory aa a "stretcher"; other substitutes. 
'I il 
!I 
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II 
'i 
Thorndike, Joseph J., Jr., "Food", Life (October 4, 1943) 1! 
Vol.l5, No.l4, p.96-106. -- I 
Production of basic foods; consumption of food in the 'j 
world; basic elements of foods; uses in the body. 
!, 
I' 
I 
! 
Tuttle, Kenneth, "I Starved for Science", Reader's Digest 
(January, 1947) Vol.50, No.297, p.23-26. 
The phys.iological and psychological effects of a 
famine type of diet; the elements of a starvation 
type of diet. 
Wharton, Don, "Coca-Cola, Its Fame and Fortune", Reader's 
Digest (June, 1947) Vol.50, No.302, p.33-37. 
The history of the development and manufacture of a 
popular beverage. 
! 
18. Zo Bell, Dr. Claude E., "Harvest from the Sea", Popular 
Mechanics (December, 1946} Vol.86, No.6, p.l38-145. 
The production of food from the resources of the sea; 
food values of plants from the sea. 
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· Concerning Fuels, Fire, Explosions, Heat 
"New Magic from Black Gold11 , Popular 
Mechanics, (April, 1944) Vol.Sl, No.4, p.72-75. 
New products from petroleum. 
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"Recovering Riches from Smoke", Po~ular 
Mechanics, (January, 1943} Vol.79, No.1, p. 6-69. 
The composition of smoke from industria~ furnaces; 
treatment of the smoke to extract mineral particles. 
11 No. 1 Enemy on the Home Front 11 , Popular 
Mechanics, (April, 1944) Vol.Sl, No.4, p.82-87. 
Results of fire damage in the U.S.; methods of fire-
fi ghting. 
"Liquid of a Thousand Uses -Glycerine", 
Popular Mechanics, (March, 1944} Vol.81, No.3, p.40-
43. 
The production of g~ycerine; economic importance; use 
in making explosives, solvents. 
11Flying Gas Jet 11 , Popular Mechanics, (May, 
1944) Vol.81, No.5, p.l4-15. 
The problems of burning applied to jets and rockets. 
"Sea-Going Smoke Eaters", Popular Mechanics 
(May, 1944) Vol.81, N0.5, p.50-55. 
Provisions f .or f ighting fires at sea; training, 
equipment, methods. 
11
·Mining Black Gold for Victory", Popular 
Mechanics (August, 1943) Vol.80, No.2, p.34-37. 
Problems in the discovery and production of petroleum; 
importance to the war effort. 
"Industry's Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde", 
Popular Mechanics (November, 1943} Vol.80, No.5, P• 
4!-45. 
Mining and production of phosphorus ; industrial uses 
of phosphorus and its. compounds; use in incendiaries • 
"They Bring 1 em out Alive", Popular Mechanics 
(February, 1945} Vol.83, No.2, p.44-47. 
Safety meas,ures taken to prevent mine axpl..osion; 
methods of rescue. 
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14. 
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18. 
";'Reading' Your Stoker Fire", Popular 
Mechanics (November, 1945) Vol.84, No.5, p.98-l03. 
Proper methods of starting and checking the operation 
of coaJL stokers. 
I 
''Super Fuels for Your Car", Popular Mechanics \i 
(December, 1945) Vol.84, No.6, p.l-5. 1 
. The production of the fue·ls used in cars; new products
1
. 
for present and future motors. 
1 
"Prep School for Rocket W:arfare11 , Popular· 
'11 Mechanics (July, 1946} Vol.86, No.1, p.81-87. --
The mechanical details: of modern rockets;; the produc- 11 
tion of suitable fue]a; range and speed. I 
"Mining a Mountain of Oil", Popular Mechanica l 
(September, 1946} Vol.86, No.3, p.l56-160. i 
The process of extracting oil from shale; problems to i 
be solved; effect. on petroleum reserves. ' 
"Fire: Its Basic Principles and Chemistry", 
Life (ApriJL 2:6, 194:3} Vol.l4, No.l7, p.66-71. 
The fundamental principJLes upon which burning occurs;; 
principles of control of burning. 
"Picatinny Arsenal", Life (October 18, 1943) 
Vol.l5, No.l6, p.93-JL01. 
Pr·ovisions for safety in producing e'xplosives;. scien.ce 
of explosives; different common explosives, their 
propertie:s and uses. · 
"Oil" Life {April 3; 1944) Vol.l6, No.l4. , - , , 
p.93-l01. 
Methods of locating oil wells; prob1em.s of drilling;; 
tests used during the process. 
11 Jet Propulsion", Life (November 27, 1944) 
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wood products. 
"New Paints form .011", Popular Science 
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11 Oxygen - Mainstay of Life 11 , Popular 1j 
-----=s-c~i-e_n_c_e--r{':II:"S-ep--:-tember, 1943} Vol.l43, No.3, p.HW432-434. It 
Experiments with oxygen, showing its properties. ;! 
. , ttMagical Tricks Worked with Chemistry" J 
----~P~o-p-u~1~a-r--~S-c~i-e-nce (November, 1943) Vol.l43, No.5, p. ,, 
HW565-567. 
Chemical reactions which produce interesting results. 1 
, "Phos phorus'!': , Popular Science 
---~(~J-a_n_u_a-ry--,~1~9~44} Vol. l 44, No.1, p.l76-179. 
Experiments with phosophorus. 
J 
I 
Jl 
.I 
__ ___,,.......,...,....--,,.......=-.,....,...,..' 
11 Catalysts 11 , Popular Science 
1944) Vol.l44, No.2, p.l90-192. 
(February, I 
I' 
reactions · 1' 
I 
The effects of common catalysts on chemical 
----.~::-:l""'~;;'""""--'t:'-:r-r' "Ammonia", Popular Science (February, 11 
1944) Vol.l44, No.3, p.l84-186. -
1 Experiments showing the chemical properties. of I, 
ammonia. ·j 
I 
' ---~S~c~i~e-n_c_e--~(~Ju--n-e, 
E"xperiments on 
"Testing Household Products", Popular :j' 
1944) Vol.l44, No.6, p.l94-196. 1 
the properties of household substances ·I\ 
----=~::-:l""'r-"";o;-'=:"""'"-=r-=-:=-' 11 Calcium11 , Popular Science (July, 
1944) Vol.l45, No.1, p.l84-186. 
Experiments with common calcium compounds; use in 
mortar, plaster, concrete. 
I 
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I; 25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
60 
Swez,ey, Kenneth~., 11 Chemistr$ - Wea pon in the \1/.ar on 
Crima 11 , Popular Science (August, 1944) Vol.l45, No. 
1, p.218-221. 
Exfe riments sometimes used in crime detection done 
in the home laboratory. 
, "Mercury", Popular S·cience (September, 
--....,1=-9=-4..-4~)"""'· ""="v=-o":"l-.-=-1~4=5, No.3, p. 200-202. 
Experiments showing the properties of the metal; its 
compounds and alloys. 
, "Tin11 , Popular Science (October, 1944) 
----~~~~~~~~ Vol.l45, No.4, p.210-213. 
Experiments with tin and its compounds. 
__ ___,,...,...~.,.._,.,....,......-::-:c-=-' "Hydrogen", Popular Science (November, 
1944) Vol.l45, No.5, p.l98-201. 
Experiments in making and testing hydrogen. 
, · "The Halogens", Popular Science 
-----=cn~e~.c-.e-m~b-e-r-,~1~944 } Vol.l45, No.6, p.l98-200. 
Experiments with the more common halogen compounds. 
, "Chemistry of S.olutiona11 , Popular 
-----S~c"""'i~e-n_c_e~(~J....,a-n-uary, 1945) Vol.l46, No.1, p.l99-20l. 
Experiments showing the nature of solutiona. 
, 
11 Chemiatry of Fire", Popu:lar Science 
- ---.(=F,_e..,..b_r_u_a_r_y-,--=-1-=945) Vol.l46 , No.2, p .198-201. 
Experiments showing what occurs in a f lame and what; 
the products are. 
, 
11Silver", Popular Science (March, 
----....,1~9=-4~5~)~v=-o":"l-.=1~4=6, No.3, p.l98-200. -
Experiments with silver and its compounds. 
I 
I 
'I 
,, 
I 
I; 
I 
, "Synthes:iz;ing Rubber in Your Home Lab", 
-----=P-o_p_u~l-a-r-=s-c-=-i-e-nce (May, 1945) Vol.l46, No.5, p.l98-201. 1 
Experiments showing how rubber-like mater i al may ba I 
produced. 
- ---=:--:- - -r=---' "How Strong Is That Acid", Popular 
Science (June, 1945) Vol.l46, No.6, p.200-203. 
Experiments in titration to show the s.trength o:f 
common acids. 
I 
I 
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61. I 
32. Swezey, Kenneth M., 11 Carbon .Dioxide", Popular Science, 
(July, 1945) Vol.l47, No.1, p.200-202. 
• i 
34. 
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II 
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36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
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Experiments. in producing and testing tha properties 
of carbon dioxide. 
, "Hydrogen Peroxide", Popular Science 
----~(~S-e-p~t-em~b-er--,~1945} Vol.l47, No.3, p.l99-201. 
Experiments showing the propertiea of hydrogen 
peroxide. 
, "Spot Removal", Popular Science 
----,(..,.,;N _o_v_e_m-;-b-e-:-r ,--:;-1~945) Vol.l47, No.5, p .198-200. 
Experiments showing the chemistry of spots and stains 
and their removal.-
, "Alcohol", Popular Science (January, 
----:;-1~9~4~6T"} _,V;;-o~l-.~l74o::::-8, No.1, p .196-199. 
Experiments showing the chemical properties of 
alcohol. · 
, "Elact~olysis 11 , PopularScience 
---,(F=--e~b-ru_a_r_y--,--=-1-:::-946) Vol.l48, No.2, p.l96-199. 
Experiments in electrolysis. 
----r-::---.~-.:r~~' tt:Polymeriza tion", Popular Science (April, 1946) Vol. l 48, No.4, p.l94-196. 1 Experiments showing why polymerization takea place; j 
characteristics of compounds chang&d by polymerizatio1 . 
----..-~~~--=---..-~' "Cellulose", Popular Science (May, 
1946) Vol.l48, No.5, p.l99-20l. 
Experiments showing the properties of cellulose. 
----=-.,....,...,.....~,.....-:--;---.-::::-' "Magne~iumu, Popular Science (July, 
1946} Vol.l49, No.1, p.205-208. 
Experiments with magnesium and its compounds. 
, "Chemistry Robs· the Rainbow", Popular 
- ---,o:"s-c-:-i_e_n_c_e--.,.(A...-u-g-ust, 1946) Vol.l49, No.2, p.200-203;. 
Experiments with dyes.; formation and proper uaa. 
---.,....,...,..~--:-::--:---=-~' "Chromium", Popular Science (September, 
1946} Vol.l49, No.3, p.200-203. · I 
Experiments with chromium and its compounds:. j 
, "Adsorption", Popular Science (October, ~ 
----~1~9~4~6~}~v~o~l-.~1•4o::::-9, No.4, p.200-202. 1 
Experiments showing the process of adsorption . I 
I 
45. Swez.ey, Kenneth M., "Emulsions 11 , PoEular Science (Janua::. I! 
1947) Vol.l50, No.1, p.200-203. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
II 4s. 
II 
49. 
50. 
r 
,I 
:1 51. 
jl 
I 
II 
' 52. 
Experiments showing how emulsions are formed. 
, "Colloids", Popular Science (February, 
-----1~9~4~7~)~V~o~l-.~1=5~0, No.2, p.l98-201. 
Experiments about the properties of colloids .• 
_ _ __,~....,,.......,=-=,.___,..,,.-~' "Zinc", Popular Science (March, 1947) 
Vol.l50, No.3, p.l98-20l. 
Experiments showing the properties of z:inc and its 
common compounds. 
, "Chemistry - Household Detective", 
----~P~o-p-u~1-a-r~S-c~i-e-nce (April, 1947) Vol.l50, No.4, p.220-
223. 
Simple chemical tests. for poisons and adulterants .• 
I 
I 
11 
I ----::,.---.,::---.,..-~- ' "How Spontaneous- Combustion Happens", I 
Popular Science (May, 1947) Vol.l50, No.5, p.212-215. 
Experiments showing how s pontaneous combustion J' 
occurs. 
, "Chemists Build with Hydrocarbons", 
--~P-o_p_u.,..l_a_r-..,.S_c..,.i-e-nce (August, 1947) Vol.l51, No.2, P•200-
203. 
Experiments with the hydrocarbon compounds. 
, 
11 How Chemistry Softens Wa ter", Popular 
---~8-c~i-e_n_c_e~(=s-e-p~tember, 1947} Vol.l51, No.3, p.218-221. 
Experiments with the chemical method of softening 
water. 
, "Wha_t . Fa.bric Is Tha t? 11 • Popular 
-----=s-c~i-en--c--e~(~O-c't~ober, 1947} Vol.l51, No.4, p.218-221. 
Chemical tests of different common fabrics. 
, "Sodium Carbonate Earns its Salt", 
-----=P-o_p_u.,..l_a_r-=s-c~i-e-nce (November, 1947) Vol.l51, No.5, 
p.216-219. 
Experiments showing the usefulness of sodium carbon-
ate. 
, "Chemistry S.pins a Yarn"~ Popular 
----,:S-c~i-e_n_c_e--r(-:;=:D_e_c-ember, 1947} Vol.l51, No.6, p.2·14-217. 
Experiments showing how simple rayon fibers ma.y be 
made. 
I 
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I! Concerning the Principhls and Mechanics of Chemistry 
1. 11Ki tchen Chemistry", Life (October 4~ 1943) 
Vol.l5~ No.l4, p.96-l06. 
Simple home experiments that illustrate some of the 
fundamental principles of chemistry. 
2. 11 Indus try's Dr. Jekyll and !VIr. Hyde", 
Popular ~echanics (November, 1943) Vol.80, No.5, p. 
41-45. 
JvT.ining of phosphat.e rock; principles· used in making 
the miner~l usefu£. 
3. Diers, Tracy, nHow Chemistry Crea ts a Photograph", Popular· 
Science (June, 1946) Vol.l48, No.6, p.l98-201. 
The effecta of light on chemicals; how the photo-
graphic process occurs. 
4. Kent, John 1. "Harvesting the 1Backwoods• Crop 11 , Popular 
Mechanics (November, 1947} Vol.88, No.5, p.l72-174. 
Principles of distilling turpentine, rosin, and tar 
from pine. gum. 
5. Kinsey, John R., "Throwing Light on Mother Nature", PopuJ!.ar 
Mechanics (October, 1946) Vol.86, No.4, p.l26-129. 
The use of light to speed or retard the chemical 
processes occuring in plant growth and maturity. 
6. , "Ammunition for the War on Disease"~ 
Popular Mechanics (July, 1947) Vol.88, No.1, p.l55-
159. 
Principles of producing and purifying penicillin 
and s1?reptomycin. 
7. Manchester, Harland, "Harnessing Black Light 11 , Reader's. 
Digest (May, 1945) Vol.46, No.277, p.98-lOO. 
The principle of producing ultra-violet and infra-
red rays:; their use in medicine) and food production. 
8.Nittkin, Nathaniel., "Tracer Bullets on the TraiJL ' of Cancer", 
Popular Mechanics: (June, 1946} Vol.85, No.6, p. 
144-147. 
Princip].es of producing and tracing isotopes. 
9. , uTwo New Building Blocks", Popular 
Mechanics: (February, 1946) Vol.85, No.2, p.8-ll. 
Two recently discovered elements;: the nature of the: 
a.tom; the periodic table and its uses:. 
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Ratcliff, J.D., "Now We Have Synthetic Gasoline", Reader's 
Diges:t (March, 1946) Vol.48, No.287, p.31-32 • 
Account of the synthesis of ga soline from na tura]L 
gas; principles involved. 
Reed, Estey I~, 11Jet Black Bonanza", · PopulaF Mechanics 
(January, 1947} Vol.87, No.1, p.122-125. 1: 
Source. and mining of asphalt ; processes of production; 1: 
uses. I 
II 
JL2. Richards, Leverett, "How to Make it Rain", Reader's 
Digest (November, 1947} Vol.51, No.307, p.S-10. 
Principles involved in the use of dry ice to produea 
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rain. 
Swezey, Kenneth M., "Catalysts", Popular Science (February, ! 
1944) Vol.l44, No.2, p.l90-19a. 
Experiments showing the use of catalysts and how 
they act. 
, "Chemistry of Solutions", Popular 
-----=s-c~i-e_n_c_e~(J=-a-n-uary, 1945} Vol.l46, No.1, p.l99-20l. 
Experiments showing the nature and properties of 
solutions. 
, "Chemistry of Fire", Popular Science 
(February, 1945) Vol.l46, No.2, p.198-201. 
'I 
'I li 
,I 
Experiments showing the principLes of burning. 1 
----=~--=~--::::----=--- ' 11 Syntheaizing Rubber in Your Home Lab", , 
~opular Science (May, 1945) Vol.l46, No.5, p.l98-201 • 
Experiments showing how rubber may be synthesized. 
, "Electrolysis", Popular Science 
----~(F=-e~b-ru __ a_r_y-,~1~946) Vol.l48, No.2, p.l96-198. 
Experiments showing the princip1.es of electrol.ysia. 
, 
11 Polymeriza tion", Popular Science 
(April, 19461 Vol.l48, No.4, p.l94-196. --
Experiments showing the principles of poJLymerization 
and its effects. 
-----=_,...,,...,...,.--,.,--:~~:::-' "Adsorption", Popular Science (October, 
1946) Vol.l49, No.4, p.200-202. · 
Experiments showing the principles of adsorption. I I 
'I 
, "Emulsions 11 , Popular Science (January, 1' 
---:l::-:9:.:-4~7::"'1:)---.,V::-o-:;-1-• ..;-1~50~, No.1, p. 200 -203·. 
Experiments showing the formation and characteristics 
of emulsions;. common emulLsifying agents. 
II 
,, 
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Swezey, Kenneth M., 11 Colloids 11 , Popular Science (February, 
1947) Vol.l50, No.2, p.l98-20l. 
Experiments showing the formation and characteristics 
of colloids. 
Whittaker, Wayne, 11 Proving Ground for 
Mechanics (March, 1947} Vol. 87, 
The science of teating gasolines 
properties;; principl.es involved. 
Gasoline", Po£ular 
No.3, p.89-93. 
for different. 
6 
Concerning Textiles and Fibers 
1. "America's No.1 War Cropn, Popular Mechanies 
2. 
(October, 1943) Vol.SO, No.4, p.40-43. 
Cotton; growth, processing, uses:; values to the war· 
effort. 
"How Nylon Yarn Is Made", Popular Science 
(December, 1946} Vol.l49, No.6, p.l32-l33. -
Processes in -the formation, spinning , and curing of 
nylon fibers. 
I 3. "Aralac,; Skimmed Milk Textile", Life (December 4, 1944) Vol.l7, No.23, p.67-6s:---
Steps in the production of a new synthetic fib.e:J;"; 
properties and uses. 
II 
I 
II 1: J: 
4. I
I 
"How. Science Is Changing Your Clothes", I 
Popular- Science (March, 1943) Vol.l42, No.3, p.78-83. 1. 
Production of neWi textiles; new treatments for old 
fibers; new combinations. 
5. Armagnac, Alden P., "Can We Grow Hemp without Dope? 11 , 
Popular Science (September, 1943) Vol.l43, No.3, p. 
62-63. 
Scientific problems involved in producing a fiber 
without the danger of also producion an easily 
obtained drug. 
6. Becker, Edwin .J., "Ramie, the Wonder W.eed11 , Reader's 
Digest (April, 1947} Vol.50, No.300, p.lll-112. 
The growth and problems of treating ramie to make 
it an economical fiber. 
7. Boone, Andrew R., 11 Save Your Clothesn, Popular Science 
(March, 1943} Vol.l42, No.4, p.90-93. 
Principles of keeping clothea longer, better, and 
better looking. 
s. , "Rome Spotter•s ·Guide", Popular Science 
(March, 1943) Vol.l42, No.3, p.ll6-119. 
How to remove apots and stains from clothes. 
9. Grant, Roderick M., "Paper Runs -the World11 ~ ·Popular 
Mechanics (May, 1943} Vol.79, No.5, p.lS-25. 
Sources of paper fibers; types of paper;; method of 
manufacture; special treatments .• 
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Jung, J .R., "The IIJiicrosope Looks a.t Fibers", Popular 
Science (November, 1946) Vol.l49, No.5, p.202-203. 
The use of the micros;cope in identifying common 
fibers;. 
Manchester, Harland, 11 Here's a. New; Way to Get the Dirt", 
Reader's Di gest (January, 1947} Vol.50, No.297, p. 
23·-26. 
Properties and uses of new soapless cleaners; 
advantages of substitution for soap. 
Mann, Martin, 11 How to Create. Silk, Skin, or Serum", 
Popular Science (September, 1947) Vol.l51, No.3, p. 
103-107. 
Chemical process of producing synthetics; similarity 
between products of widely different uses. 
Rogers, Ralph, "Keeping Car Uphols:tery Clean", Popular 
Science (January, 1944} Vol.l44, No.1, p.llS-119. 
Methods of removing common stains and spots from 
upholstery. 
Stouffer, Lloyd, "Paper Gets Tough for New Jobs", Popular 
Science (September, 1946) Vol.47, No.3, p.75-78. 
New treatments for paper which make it useful for 
many new jobs. 
, "New Things Coming in Textiles", Reader's 
Di gesr-TNovember, 1945) Vol.47, No.283 , p.55-58. 
Nev.r, methods of producing and treating fabrics~ ;; new 
textile fibers and their properties. 
, "Wet Strength Means: New Uses for Paper", 
Read,_e-r ""'"t_s ....,Digest (September, 1946) Vol.49, No .2.93, 
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p.64-66. 
Development of paper with special properties: and uses-; I 
use of the new resins with paper. 
Swez.ey, Kenneth M., ttpaper Gets Tough", Popular' Science 
(January, 1943) Vol.l42, No.1, p.49-51. 
New treatments of paper to improve certain qualities 
and extend usea. 
, "How Clean Are Your Clothes?", 
----=p-o-p--u-==-1-a-r~S-c-:-i-e-nce (May, 1945) Vol.l46, No.5, p.llS-119. !/ 
Use of a chemical compound which aids the work of 
soaps and cleaners. 
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Swe,zey, Kenneth M.-, "Spot Removal 11 , · Popular Science . 
(November, 1945} Vol.l47, No.5, p.l98-200. 
68 
Simple experiments showing the effects of different 
agents to remove spots and stains. 
, "Chemistry Robs the Rainbow", Populal? 
----~S-c~i-e_n_c_e~(~A-u-g-ust, 1946} Vol.l49, No.2, p.200-203. 
Experiments with dyes and their use on fabrics.. 
----,.,,........--=-.........,.--~--=-; "Cellulose", Popular Science (May~ 
Vol.l48, No.5, p.l99-201. 
Experiments showing the properties of cellulose. 
, "What Fabric Is That?", Popular 
----::::S-c-:-i_e_n_c_e~(-::;:O-c7t-o· ber, 194 7) Vol.l51, No .1, p • 2:18-221. 
Chemical tests for the identification of common 
fabrics .• 
, "Chemistry Spins a Yarn", Popula~ 
----;::S-c-:-i_e_n_c_e-.,.(~D-e-c-ember, 1947} Vol.l51, No.6, p.2:14-217. 
Experiments. with the fundamental processes of making 
rayon fi 'bers. 
j' 
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1. 
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Concerning Water 
"Running Water for Saipan", Popular 
Mechanics (February, 1946) Vol.85, No.2, p.8-ll. 
Problems of producing and storing potable water on 
an island. 
"Soil Erosion", Life (October 18, 1943} 
Vol.l5, No.l6, p.81-87. 
The effects of the chemical and physical action of 
water on soil. 
3. "Hard Water", Life (March 18, 1946) Vol.20, 
No.ll, p.53-56. 
Pictures of the results of using hard water;: the 
treatment of hard water. 
4. !ckerman, Jean, "Drinking Water from the Sea", Popular 
Science (January, 1944) Vol.l44, No.1, p.41-44. 
Chemical and physical processes of removing salt 
from sea water. 
5. Boone, Andrew: R., "Food for 70,000,000 11 , Popular Science 
Vol.l44, No.3, p.95-98. 
Problems of providing enough water to irrigate. large 
sections of fertile desert. 
6. Cookman, Aubrey 0., Jr., "Death F og at Bikini 11 , Popular· 
Mechanics (September, 1946} Vol.86, No.3, p.86-87. 
The ability of clouds, fog, and rain to carry 
radioactivity. 
7. Kearney, Paul W., "The Magic -of Fire Fog11 , Reader's Diges.t 
(October, 1944) Vol.45, No.270, p.80-82. 
Use of water spray for f ire fighting; reasons for 
effectiveness. 
8. , "'Wet' Water for Fighting Fires", 
Reader's Digest (March, 1947} Vol.50, No.299, p.94-95. 
The use of a wetting a gent to increas.e the 
errectiveness of water in fire fighting. 
9. Peattie, Donald Culross, "Winter Wonder", Reader's Digest 
(February, 1947) Vol.50, No.298, p.23-24. 
Description of snow; crystalline structure; 
formation. 
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Simpi ch, Frederick, "More Water for California.' s Great 
1
!1
1 
Central Valley", National Geographic (November, 1946) 
Vol.40, No.5, p.645-664. 
Problems of obtaining water in an arid region; / 
necessity for irrigation; relative amounts needed I 
for plant growth. II 
Swezey, Kenneth M., "Row Chemistry Softens Water", Popular 
Science (September, 1947} Vol.l51, No.3, p.2.18-221. 
The use of chemicals; to soften water to increase. 
its effectiveness in cleaning. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
Results of Study 
1. This study produced a total of 357 different articles 
of possible use in enriching a course in high school chemistry. 11 
An examination of the articles shows that Popular Science 
furnished 12:9 articles; Popul8.!r Mechanics, 97; Reader Is 
1 
Digest, 75; Life, 48~ and National Geographic, 8. Fifty-five 
of the articles chosen from Popular Science and one of thosa 
chosen from Life were experiments which might ea.sily be done 
at home or in the high school laboratory. 
2. Some of the articles were related to more than one 
topic. Seven articles were closely related to acids, bases, 
and salts; 25 to agriculture;: 15 to air and the common gases; 
· 18 to foods and nutrition; 62 to fuels, fire, explosions, 
and heat;: 62 to health; 51 to common materials.; 24. to t he 
structure of matter; 36 to metals; 52' to the place of 
chemistry; 22 to the principles and mechanics of chemistry; 
23 to textiles; and 11 to water. 
3. Eachchosen topic had several articles related to it. 
The periodicals had more articles, sixty-two, concerning 
health than concerning any other single subject. The 
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periodicals also had sixty-two articles related to fuels., fire, 
explosions, and heat. Seven articles weJ?e re~~-ted to a_cids, 
bases, and salts. 
4. The length of the articles and the illustrative 
materials they contain make them desirable for supplementary 
reading. With the exception of those chosen from. Nationa1 
Geographic most of the articles were short, consisting of less 
than five pages of text. With the exception of those chosen 
from Reader 1 s Diges.t, the articles we.re ]Liberally illus:tra ted 
with photographs. Occasional articles from Popular Science, 
Popular Mechanics, and Life contained illustrative char-ts:, 
diagrams, or graphs. 
5. This study has not exhausted useful materials from 
these publica tiona:. Many shorter articles, single photographs, 
and articles on topics not included as functional, might be 
of value to some students:. 
Suggestions for Use of the Articles 
1. These articles may prove to be useful for those who 
are developing the unit method of teaching. Several of the 
articles are directly and closely related to the basic learning 
products desired in a course; in high school chemistry. Other-s 
provide a rich field for optional work . The list contains 
articles. adaptable to a wide; range of interests and abilities. 
Some of the articles devote a major portion of space to 
I' 
I 
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photographs. Some a:r'e mostly text. Some have almost no 
technical terms. Some have simple technical terms and also 
explanations of more complex ones· .• 
I 2. The fact that, in several instances, two or more 
II articles are different viewpoints of exactly the same subject 
li makes them valuable ba.ses of discussion or of reports to the 
II class. 
II 
., 
,, 3. The including of information on economic, aocial, 
,, 
1, historica1, industrial, and other as.pects of the subject 
1 enhances the value of the articles for collateral reading, 
I 
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especially in the unit method. 
4. For any of the recently advocated methods of teaching 
chemistry, this list furnishes new material for· extensiva 
reading, bringing many concepts up-to-date. 
5. Considering the numbers of articles obta.ined by 
reviewing each of these publications for the past five years, 
one might expect that the approximate yield each succeeding 
year would be twenty-five articles from Popular Science, 
twenty from Popul.ar Mechanics, fifteen from Reader's Digest, 
ten from Life, and two from National Geographic. 
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